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Abstract. In this paper, we study an efficient index structure, called
Suffix Decision Diagrams (SuffixDDs), for knowledge discovery in large
sequence data. Recently, Loekito, Bailey, and Pei (KAIS, 2009) proposed
a new data structure for sequence data, called Sequence Binary Decision
Diagram (SeqBDD), which is an extension of Zero-suppressed Binary
Decision Diagrams (ZDDs) for sequences. SuffixDD is a compact sub-
string indices based on SeqBDD for efficiently representing the set of
all substrings of a given string. Furthermore, SuffixDD provides a rich
collection of operations for sets of sequences inherited from ZDDs and Se-
qBDDs, which are useful for implementing sequence mining algorithms.
Then, we present an efficient algorithm for constructing a SuffixDD for
a given text, and then, we show the correctness and the complexity.
Furthermore, we present a set of extended operations for manipulating
SuffixDDs with application to constrained sequence mining. Finally, we
give experimental results on the efficiency of SuffixDD.
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1 Introduction

The development of information networks has raised the necessity for data min-
ing to discover useful patterns from massive online data. Substring indices are
efficient data structures for storing all the substrings of a given text. Suffix trees,
Suffix arrays [6], and Directed acyclic word graphs (DAWGs) [3] are such data
structures, representing all the substrings contained in a text of length n. Suffix
trees and DAWGs can be constructed in \(O(n)\) time by the algorithm of [20]. For
the last years, these suffix indices have attracted much attention in the field of
sequence mining [6, 9, 19, 17, 18]. However, none of existing index structures sat-
ify the representation and manipulation powers required for these applications.
Hence, the study of suffix indices suitable to a wide range of sequence mining is
still open issue.

SeqBDD [12] is a new ZDD-based data structure recently proposed by E.
Loekito, J. Bailey, and J. Pei [12]. BDDs [2] are widely used for representing and
manipulating Boolean functions inside a computer, and ZDDs [15, 13] are special type of BDDs, which are suitable for handling large-scale sets of combinations. SeqBDDs are string indices based on ZDDs, they are able to represent large sets of sequences compactly, and use a variety of efficient operations.

In this paper, we present a new suffix index based on SeqBDD, called SuffixDD (Suffix Decision Diagram), for storing a huge number of substrings contained in a given input string. The SuffixDD is not only as compact as other suffix indices such as suffix trees [20], suffix arrays [6], and DAWG [3], but allows a rich set of operations for manipulating sets of strings, inherited from ZDD and SeqBDD. These operations are freely combined each other to generate a new sequence mining operators specific to particular application domain. Moreover, structure-sharing and hashing techniques of BDD families help efficient computation on compressed representation. Hence, using SuffixDDs, we can mix mining operators with various constraints on, e.g., the size and the inclusion/exclusion of patterns and data. These features makes SuffixDD a powerful tool for knowledge discovery from large sequence data, especially, constrained sequence mining.

As related works, there are a number of previous researches on manipulation operations on suffix indices, e.g., [1, 7]. However, they mainly focus on efficiency, but not on support for general ad hoc mining queries. In the framework of inducative databases, Lee and De Raedt [11] propose a framework for sequence mining with constraints. Takeda et al. [19] applied an extension of DAWG to natural language text mining. Sagot [17] and Shimozono et al. [18] study efficient sequence mining built on the top of substring indices. As future works, combination of substring and spatial indices, as in [18], is an interesting problem.

Organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives basic definitions on BDD families. Section 3 introduces an efficient substring indices SuffixDDs. Then, we present two construction algorithms for SuffixDDs, one being a simple technique and the other a more efficient implementation. In Section 4, some computational experiments are reported. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces BDD families in essentially self-contained manner, assuming no prior knowledge of BDDs according to [4, 12, 13]

2.1 Basic definitions on strings

Let $\Sigma$ be a finite alphabet and $\Sigma^*$ be the set of all strings over $\Sigma$. We denote the length of string $x \in \Sigma^*$ by $|x|$. The string whose length is 0 is denoted by $\epsilon$ and called the empty string, that is $|\epsilon| = 0$. The concatenation of two strings $x_1$ and $x_2 \in \Sigma^*$ is denoted by $x_1 \cdot x_2$, also written simply as $x_1 x_2$ if no confusion occurs.

Strings $x$, $y$, and $z$ are said to be the prefix, substring, and suffix of the string $w = xyz$, respectively. The $i$th symbol of a string $w$ is denoted by $w[i]$, and the substring of $w$ that begins at position $i$ and ends at position $j$ is denoted...
by $w[i \ldots j]$. For convenience, we let $w[i \ldots j] = \epsilon$ for $j < i$. We also denote by $\text{Prefix}(w)$ the set of all prefixes of the string $w \in \Sigma^*$, and denote by $\text{Substr}(w)$ the set of all substrings of $w \in \Sigma^*$.

2.2 BDDs

A BDD [4] is a directed-graph representation of a Boolean function, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for $F(a, b, c) = \overline{a}bc \lor \overline{a}b\overline{c}$. It is derived by reducing the binary tree graph representing a recursive Shannon’s expansion. The following reduction rules yield a BDD, which can efficiently represent the Boolean function (see [8] for details).

- Share all equivalent subgraphs (see Fig. 2(a)).
- Delete all redundant nodes whose two edges point to the same node (see Fig. 2(b)).

BDDs provide canonical forms for Boolean functions when the variable order is fixed. Most research on BDDs is based on the above reduction rules. In general, the term BDD includes graphs that do not fix the order of variables or that are not canonical, but we deal only with those graphs that follow the above reduction rules in this paper.
BDDs. This algorithm is based on hash-table techniques, and the computation time is almost linear with data size, unless the data overflows the main memory (see [14] for details).

2.3 ZDDs

A ZDD [15, 13] is a special type of BDD for the efficient manipulation of sets of combinations [16].

With a ZDD, we do not delete the nodes whose two edges point to the same node, which was required under the original rule. Instead, we delete all nodes whose 1-edge points directly to the 0-terminal node, and jump through to the 0-edge’s destination as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

When no equivalent nodes exist in a ZDD, which is the worst case, the ZDD structure explicitly stores all combinations of all items, in addition to using an explicit linear linked-list data structure. Note that the order of ZDD size never exceeds that of the explicit representation.

It is known that binary operations can be executed efficiently in almost linear computation time and in a single memory space matching the number of nodes of the ZDD. This feature depends on using a technique that avoids redundant computation by using a hash table to store and make available prior computation results.

2.4 SeqBDDs

A SeqBDD is a ZDD that has removed the ordering constraint only for 1-edges with ordered 0-edges, as shown in Fig. 3, and for which a letter is allowed to occur multiple times in a path. SeqBDD semantics are such that a path in a SeqBDD represents a string, for which the nodes are arranged in order of the positions of their respective variables in the string. More specifically, the top node corresponds to the head of the string, and the successive nodes take 1-edges corresponding to the following letters, respectively.
Table 1. Primitive SeqBDD operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∅</td>
<td>Returns empty set. (0-terminal node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Returns the set of only the empty string. (1-terminal node)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.top</td>
<td>Returns the letter at the root node of P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.onset(x)</td>
<td>Selects the subset of sequences that begin with letter x, and then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>removes x from the head of each sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.offset(x)</td>
<td>Selects the subset of sequences that do not begin with letter x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.push(x)</td>
<td>Appends x to the head of every sequence in P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P ∪ Q</td>
<td>Returns the union set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P ∩ Q</td>
<td>Returns the intersection set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P \ Q</td>
<td>Returns the difference set (in P but not in Q).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.count</td>
<td>Counts the number of sequences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We define the procedure Getnode(x, P₀, P₁), which generates (or makes a reference to) a node with the letter x and two subgraphs P₀, P₁ as 0-child and 1-child respectively. The letter of node P has a lower order (appears earlier in the variable ordering) than the letter of P₀. We denote the total number of descendant nodes of node P, including P itself, by |P|. In SeqBDD, a 0-terminal node encodes the empty set ∅, and a 1-terminal node encodes the set {ε} of empty string. The set of sequences that Getnode(x, P₀, P₁) represents the union of the set P₀ represents and the set of sequences appended x to the head of every sequences P₁ represents. Fig. 4 shows an example SeqBDD for a set S = {aaa, aba, bbe, bc} of strings on Σ = {a, b, c}, where the set by each node indicates the corresponding set of sequences.. For clarity, we omit the 0-terminal nodes from the illustrations in this paper. (A solid line represents a 1-edge and a dotted line represents a 0-edge). A 1-terminal node is considered an internal node with a bigger letter than all letters in the alphabet.

Table 1 shows most of the primitive operations for SeqBDDs. In these operations, ∅, 1, P.top, and P.push(x) are executed in constant time, P.onset(x) and P.offset(x) need linear time to the alphabet size, with the others being almost linear with the size of the graph. We can describe a variety of processing operations on sets of combinations by composition of these primitive operations.

These are natural extensions to ZDDs, as used in Loekito et.al’s paper [12]. The size of the output is at most |P||Q| because this is the number of distinctly different calls of binary operations that can arise. To keep a lid on the computation, we can remember what we have done before by hashing. Previously solved cases thereby become terminal ones. Therefore, the running time will be O(|P||Q|) in the worst possible case. However, the running time is practically linear with the SeqBDD representation for almost all operations.

First, we show the SeqBDDs’ union operation ∪ in Fig. 5. An example is shown in Fig. 6. Recursions always terminate when a sufficiently simple case arises. The terminal cases are P ∪ ∅ = P, ∅ ∪ Q = Q, and P ∪ Q = P when P = Q.
Operation: $P \cup Q$

Input: $P, Q$: SeqBDD;

1: if ($P > Q$) return $Q \cup P$;
2: if ($P = \emptyset$) return $P$;
3: if ($Q = \emptyset$ or $P = Q$) return $P$;
4: $R \leftarrow$ cache[“$P \cup Q$”]; if ($R$ exists) return $R$;
5: $x \leftarrow P$.top; $y \leftarrow Q$.top;
6: $P_0 \leftarrow P$.offset($x$); $P_1 \leftarrow P$.onset($x$);
7: $Q_0 \leftarrow Q$.offset($y$); $Q_1 \leftarrow Q$.onset($y$);
8: if ($x < y$) $R \leftarrow$ Getnode($x, P_0 \cup Q, P_1$);
9: if ($x > y$) $R \leftarrow$ Getnode($y, P \cup Q_0, Q_1$);
10: if ($x = y$) $R \leftarrow$ Getnode($x, P_0 \cup Q_0, P_1 \cup Q_1$);
11: cache[“$P \cup Q$”] $\leftarrow$ $R$;
12: return $R$;

Fig. 5. Code for “$P \cup Q$”

If $P$ is a 0-terminal, i.e. $P$ is empty, the output comprises all sequences in $Q$. Similarly, if $Q$ is a 0-terminal, $P$ is returned as output.

If $P$ equals $Q$, i.e. $P$ and $Q$ comprise the same sequences, then the output also comprises all sequences in $P$.

If both $P$ and $Q$ are internal nodes, we compare the letters of both $x$ and $y$. Suppose $x = y$. Then, because $x$ is the smallest letter among the head letters of all strings in $P$ and $Q$, $x$ should be the letter of the output node. The 1-child of the output node should contain all sequences that begin with $x$, with the 0-child of the output node containing the remaining sequences. Suppose $x$ is smaller than $y$. Then $x$ is smaller than the head of all sequences in $Q$. Therefore, the output node should have letter $x$, and all sequences that begin with $x$ are present in $P_1$. The remaining output sequences exist in $P_0$ and $Q$. Suppose $x$ is bigger than $y$. This condition is the opposite of the above condition, since the operation is commutative.

When we construct a substring index in SeqBDD, we can consider a 1-terminal node as a 0-terminal node, since no 0-terminal node appears when computing $\cup$. In this way, the $\cup$ operation can be twice as fast. In addition, we can define the operations $\cap$ and $\setminus$, which compute the intersection and difference sets, respectively, by recursive algorithms. These operations are almost the same as for $\cup$. The only differences are that we change the output in the terminal cases and the inputs of recursive calls. The remaining algorithms proceed exactly as for $\cup$.

3 SuffixDD: Definition and Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the SuffixDD index structure, which is a compact substring index based on SeqBDD. Then, we present two construction algorithms.
A Substring index for a text $T$ is any data structure $S$ that stores the set $\text{Substr}(T)$ of all substrings of $T$, which has the following operations:

**Index construction:** $\text{SuffixDD}(T)$ returns the index $S$ that represents the set of all substrings of $T \in \Sigma^*$.

**Membership decision:** $S.\text{member}(w)$, given a string $p \in \Sigma^*$, returns “yes” if $p$ is a member of $S$, i.e., is a substring in $S$, and “no” otherwise.

The substring index construction problem is stated as follows: given an input text $T = T[1 \ldots n]$, construct the substring index $S$ for $T$. Let $T = T[1 \ldots n] \in \Sigma^*$ be a text of length $n \geq 0$. Then the SuffixDD (Suffix Decision Diagram) of text $T$ is a SeqBDD constructed for the set of all substrings $\text{Substr}(T)$. Fig. 7 shows an example of SuffixDD for a string $T = aabac$.

It is possible to show that SuffixDD is isomorphic to DAWG (Directed Acyclic Word Graph) [3] with some modifications. From this fact, we can infer that the number of nodes of SuffixDD is $O(n)$ for a text of length $n \geq 0$. The number of nodes of SuffixDD is linear with respect to the length of the text $T$.

### 3.2 Naive construction method

Fig. 8 shows a straightforward construction algorithm $\text{BuildNaive}$ for SuffixDD. Given a text $T = T[1 \ldots n]$, we first build a SeqBDD $S_i$ that represents only the string $T_i = T[1 \ldots i]$ at each step. Then we update SuffixDD $R_{i-1}$ by adding all
**Procedure BuildNaive**

**Input:** Text string $T = T[1 \cdots n]$

1. $P \leftarrow \varepsilon$; $R \leftarrow 1$
2. for $(i \leftarrow 1, \ldots, n)$ {
3.  $P \leftarrow P \cdot T[i]$
4.  Build SeqBDD $Q$ for the prefix $P = T[1 \ldots i]$
5.  while $(R \neq (R \cup Q))$ {
6.   $R \leftarrow R \cup Q$
7.   $Q \leftarrow Q$.onset($Q$.top)
8.  }
9. } //for
10. return $R$

Fig. 8. A naive algorithm for construction of a SuffixDD

**Procedure BuildFast**

**Input:** Text string $T[1 \cdots n]$

1. $S \leftarrow 1$
2. $R \leftarrow 1$
3. for$(i \leftarrow n, \ldots, 1)$ {
4.  $S \leftarrow$ Getnode($T[i], 1, S$
5.  $R \leftarrow R \cup S$
6. } return $R$

Fig. 9. A faster algorithm for constructing a SuffixDD

those suffixes of $T_i$ that are not contained in $R_{i-1}$ at the time, and the result is set as the new SuffixDD $R_i$. In this algorithm, a SeqBDD must be built at every reading of a new letter, to represent all suffixes of the current text. Since any substring is a suffix of some prefix of $T$, the correctness of the algorithm is obvious.

For every letter, this algorithm has to build a rectilinear SeqBDD whose length is the same as the text already read, and it computes unions at almost the same time as for the length. Since the computation time of the union $\cup$ is $O(|\Sigma|n)$ in this case, and it is repeated $O(n^2)$ times, we have the following lemma.

**Lemma 1.** The running time of BuildNaive is bounded by $O(|\Sigma|n^3)$.

### 3.3 Efficient construction method

We now give a faster algorithm BuildFast that constructs SuffixDD in $O(|\Sigma|n^2)$ time by using only standard SeqBDD operations as in the naive algorithm. It
Fig. 10. Processing of \textit{aba} in \textbf{BuildFast}

does not involve redundant bottom-up building or repeating the same union-operation computations.

Fig. 9 shows the algorithm \textbf{BuildFast}. Scanning \textit{T} from right to left, we maintain and update a \textit{SeqBDD} \textit{S} that represents all prefixes of a suffix \textit{T[i...n]} at every state \(i = n, \ldots, 1\) by appending one node to the old \textit{S}. To update \textit{SuffixDD} \textit{R}, we compute the union of \(R \cup S\) once per iteration. In Fig. 10, we show an example of construction for \(T = aba\).

\textbf{Theorem 1.} The algorithm \textbf{BuildFast} in Fig. 9 computes the \textit{SuffixDD} for an input text \textit{T} of length \(n\) in \(O(\Sigma^2 n^2)\) time.

\textbf{Proof.} (1) The correctness: We prove by induction on iteration \(i = n+1, n, \ldots, 1\) that \textit{S} correctly represents \(\textit{Substr}(T)\). (i) Base case: When \(i = n+1\), i.e., before the for loop, the claim immediately holds. We omit the details. (ii) Induction case: Suppose that \(R\) is the \textit{SuffixDD} for the last text \(T[i+1...n]\) and that \(S\) represents \(\textit{Prefix}(T[i...n])\). Then, it is not hard to show that updated \(S\) represents \(\textit{Prefix}(T[i...n])\) in line 4. For the set \(\textit{Substr}(T[i...n])\), we have the recurrence: \(\textit{Substr}(T[i...n]) = \textit{Substr}(T[i+1...n]) \cup \textit{Prefix}(T[i...n])\). From this recurrence, the computation at line 5 updates \(R\) so that it represents \(\textit{Substr}(T[i...n])\). (2) Running time: This algorithm makes a new node in \(O(1)\) time in one iteration, and computes the union of the existing \textit{SuffixDD} for \(T[i+1...n]\) and the \textit{SeqBDD} for \(\textit{Prefix}(T[i...n])\) in \(O(\Sigma n)\) time. Since the number of iteration is at most \(n\), the claimed time complexity follows. \(\square\)

\section{3.4 Extended operations for constrained sequence mining}

In this subsection, we give a set of extended operations useful for constrained sequence mining that can be efficiently implemented on \textit{SuffixDD}. We implemented these operations on our \textit{SeqBDD} and \textit{SuffixDD} systems written in the Erlang language \[10\]. The implementation of some of the operators are similar to techniques in \[5, 6\] and their details will be described in full paper.
In the followings, \( T \) is any input text on \( \Sigma \), \( P \) and \( Q \) are any SeqBDDs, \( S = \text{SuffixDD}(T) \) be the SuffixDD for \( T \), and \( N = |P| \) be the number of nodes in \( P \). Let us denote by \( p \in \Sigma \) a short string of length \( m \). For an input SuffixDD \( S \), we denote the invocation an operation \( op \) of arity \( k \geq 0 \) with \( k \) operands \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k \) by \( T = S.op(\alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k) \), where \( T \) is the output SuffixDD/SeqBDD obtained by this operation.

**Problem of the membership:** \( P.\text{member}(p) \), given a string \( p \in \Sigma^* \), returns “yes” if \( p \) is a member of \( S \), i.e., is a substring in \( S \), and “no” otherwise. The time complexity is \( O(|\Sigma|m) \).

**Problem of set operations:** \( P \cup Q \), \( P \cap Q \), and \( P \setminus Q \) return the union, the intersection, and the difference of \( P \) and \( Q \), respectively. The time complexity is \( O(|P| \cdot |Q|) \) in the worst case and linear to the output size.

**Problem of the count:** \( P.\text{count}() \) returns the number of all substrings \( s \) in \( S \). The time complexity is \( O(N) \).

**Problem of the matching to substring and subsequence:** \( P.\text{substr}(p) \) (\( P.\text{subseq}(p) \), resp.), given a string \( p \in \Sigma^* \), finds all substrings \( s \) in \( S \) that \( p \) is included in \( s \) as a contiguous substring (a noncontiguous subsequence, resp.). The time complexity is \( O(Nm) \).

**Problem of minimum and maximum length constraints:** \( P.\text{longer}(\ell) \), given a nonnegative integer \( \ell \geq 0 \), called the minimum length (the maximum length), finds all substrings \( s \) in \( S \) whose length \( |s| \) is larger or equal to \( \ell \) (smaller or equal to \( \ell \), resp.), i.e., \( |s| \geq \ell \) (\( |s| \leq \ell \), resp.). The time complexity is \( O(N) \).

**Problem of the longest and shortest substrings:** \( P.\text{longest}(\ell) \) (\( P.\text{shortest}(\ell) \)) find the longest substring (shortest substring, resp.) \( s \) in \( S \). The time complexity is \( O(N) \).

**Problem of frequent substrings:** \( S.\text{freqstr}(\sigma) \), given a nonnegative integer \( \sigma \geq 0 \), called the minimum frequency threshold, finds all substrings \( s \) in \( S = \text{SuffixDD}(T) \) that appear at least \( \sigma \) times in a text \( T \) with an end marker not in \( \Sigma \). The time complexity is \( O(N) \) time.

Most of the operations shown above can be freely combined as long as their argument types, indicated by \( P, Q, S, p, \ell, \) and \( \sigma \), are compatible. Applying the extended operators shown above, we can solve several sequence mining problems in compressed form by using SuffixDDs as follows, where both of the input and the output are represented in SuffixDDs. Let \( \text{Gen}(|T|) \) be the time complexity of constructing \( \text{SuffixDD}(T) \).

**The longest repeated substring problem:** Given an input string \( T \) with a special end marker, find the longest substring in \( T \) that appears at least twice in \( T \). This problem can be solved in \( O(\text{Gen}(|T|) + |T|) \) by the following code:

\[
P \leftarrow \text{SuffixDD}(T); \quad Q \leftarrow P.\text{freqstr}(2); \\
\text{return } Q.\text{longest}();
\]
The longest common substring problem: Given a pair $T_1$ and $T_2$ of input strings, find the longest string that appears both of $T_1$ and $T_2$ as their substrings. This can be solved in $O(\text{Gen}(|T_1| + |T_2|) + |T_1| + |T_2|)$ time by the following code.

$$P \leftarrow \text{SuffixDD}(T_1); \quad Q \leftarrow \text{SuffixDD}(T_2);$$

return $(P \cap Q).\text{longest}();$

This problem can be generalized for any number $m$ of input strings.

The frequent substring problem with maximum length and subsequence constraints: Given a set $S \subseteq \Sigma^*$ of input strings with mutually distinct special end markers, find all substrings $s$ in $S$ that appears at least $\sigma$ times in $S$ that has length no more than $\ell$ and contains $a, b, c$ as a subsequence in this order in $O(\text{Gen}(|S|) + |S|)$ time.

$$P \leftarrow \emptyset; \text{ for } (s \in S) \text{ do } P \leftarrow P \cup \text{SuffixDD}(s);$$

return $P.\text{freqstr}(\sigma).\text{subseq}("a, b, c").\text{shorter}(\ell);$

The characteristic substring problem: Given a pair $S_+$ and $S_-$ of sets of positive and negative strings, respectively, find all consistent substrings, that is, those strings that appears every member of $S_+$ and appears no member of $S_-$. This problem can be solved in $O(\text{Gen}(|S_+| + |S_-|) + |S_+| + |S_-|)$ time by the following code.

$$P \leftarrow \emptyset; \quad Q \leftarrow \emptyset;$$

for $(s \in S_+)$ do $P \leftarrow P \cup \text{SuffixDD}(s);$ for $(t \in S_-)$ do $Q \leftarrow Q \cup \text{SuffixDD}(t);$ return $P \setminus Q;$

At Experiment 6 in the next section, we will show an example of ad hoc queries on SuffixDD for solving a sequence mining problem.

4 Experiments

4.1 Setting

We implemented the proposed algorithm in Erlang language [10], which is a functional and concurrent programming language, and then performed experiments using real and artificial data. We used the Erlang Term Storage table for storing the nodes of the BDDs. The computer was a 2.67 GHz Corei7 PC running Windows XP SP3, with a 3.25 GB main memory, of which about 1.5 GB was allocated to Erlang.

For data sets, in Section 4.2 and 4.4, we used a data set consisting of six English text files from paper1 to paper6 taken from Calgary corpus \(^2\). In Section 4.3, we used artificial data, in which all letters occurred with equal likelihood, as the test data. The text strings were generated randomly by uniform distribution on $\Sigma$. The alphabet size $|\Sigma|$ was either 4 or 128, depending on the experiment.

\(^2\) http://corpus.canterbury.ac.nz/resources/calgary.tar.gz
Table 2. Results of Experiment 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>File size (B)</th>
<th>SuffixDD size</th>
<th>#Substrings</th>
<th>#letters</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paper1</td>
<td>53,161</td>
<td>102,025</td>
<td>1.41 × 10^7</td>
<td>2.50 × 10^12</td>
<td>25,323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper2</td>
<td>82,199</td>
<td>157,398</td>
<td>3.38 × 10^6</td>
<td>9.26 × 10^13</td>
<td>43,391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper3</td>
<td>46,526</td>
<td>89,941</td>
<td>1.08 × 10^7</td>
<td>1.68 × 10^13</td>
<td>22,344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper4</td>
<td>13,286</td>
<td>26,078</td>
<td>88,196,012</td>
<td>3.91 × 10^11</td>
<td>4,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper5</td>
<td>11,954</td>
<td>23,243</td>
<td>71,392,689</td>
<td>2.85 × 10^11</td>
<td>4,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paper6</td>
<td>38,105</td>
<td>73,989</td>
<td>725,674,256</td>
<td>9.22 × 10^12</td>
<td>16,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>245,231</td>
<td>472,674</td>
<td>6.76 × 10^10</td>
<td>1.44 × 10^14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>470,534</td>
<td>6.76 × 10^10</td>
<td>1.44 × 10^14</td>
<td>2,079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2,397</td>
<td>5,280</td>
<td>24,409</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The compactness of SuffixDD index

Experiment 1: Table 2 shows the results on the sizes of input and output SuffixDDs for the union and the intersection operations. The first seven rows and the last two rows, respectively, correspond to the input SuffixDD for text files and the output SeqBDD for the results of the operations $\cup$ and $\cap$. From this result, we can see that the SuffixDD can efficiently store and manipulate a huge number of substrings on main memory. For instance, for the size of SuffixDD for paper1 is around 50KB, at most twice in the number of input letters, while the number and the total size of all substrings stored are 1.41 mega strings and 25 tera bytes, respectively, which are too huge to explicitly stored and manipulated.

Fig. 11 shows the running time of set operations $\cup$, $\cap$, and $\setminus$ for SuffixDDs, which looks almost linear to the input sizes.

4.3 The performance of SuffixDD construction

Both SuffixDD construction algorithms, BuildNaive and BuildFast, were implemented for comparison. The experiments were performed to test the data structure of SuffixDD, using each random text of length $n$ with a default $\Sigma$ of \{A, B, C, D\}. The following results were obtained.

Experiment 2: Fig. 13 shows the running time for BuildFast. Fig. 12 shows the running time for both methods. These results suggest that the naive algorithm runs in $O(n^2)$ time and the efficient algorithm runs in $O(n)$ time. These results do not contradict Lemma 1 or Theorem 1, running in better time than predicted. The efficient method built SuffixDD faster than the $O(n^2)$ running time derived from analysis of the algorithm. The memorization technique worked well, which was probably the reason for the overall running time being better than expected.

Experiment 3: Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the construction time and the size of the SuffixDD by BuildFast, respectively, for two random texts for which $|\Sigma| = 4$.
From the figure, we can see that both the running time and the size are smaller probabilities. Fig. 16 shows the running time for the SuffixDDs of

We generated three random texts, namely

Experiment 4: We generated three random texts, namely $S$, $T$, and $U$. Text $S$ had $P(A) = 0.4$ and $P(B) = P(C) = P(D) = 0.2$, where $P(x)$ is the probability that letter $x$ is chosen. Text $T$ had $P(A) = 1$. Text $U$ had equally likely probabilities. Fig. 16 shows the running time for the SuffixDDs of $S$, $T$, and $U$. From the figure, we can see that both the running time and the size are smaller
Table 3. A demonstration of series of ad hoc queries on an implementation of SuffixDDs in the Erlang language. The above sequence of queries finds the longest sequence common to a set of positive sequences (S1, S2, and S3), but appearing in none of a set of negative sequences (S4, S5, and S6), where a number and a string to the right of the arrow $\Rightarrow$ indicate a node-id and the longest string as return values.

for the text with stronger bias. The SuffixDDs for $T$ were built 20 times faster for biased text than balanced texts.

4.4 Demonstration of ad hoc queries with a SuffixDD

**Experiment 6: Ad hoc queries** In Fig. 3, we show an example execution of a series of ad hoc queries that is given by a combination of basic operations given in the previous section.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a suffix index, called the SuffixDD for storing a huge number of substrings, while allowing a rich collection of manipulation operations. We then presented an efficient algorithm for constructing SuffixDD using only primitive SeqBDD operations. Experimental results show the efficiency of our construction algorithm and the usefulness of our sequence mining framework based on SuffixDD. These results show that SuffixDD is a powerful framework for data mining and knowledge discovery from large sequence data.
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